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Hunters Green Townhouse Cluster 

 

Exterior Color Study  

 

Task - Hunters Green Color Palette Review and Recommendations 

Review the Hunters Green existing color palette for siding, windows, trim and doors to assess its 

continued appropriateness, considering compatibility with all exterior materials and the architectural 

character of the complex. Make recommendations for any changes. 

Existing Review 

The Hunters Green complex of town homes was created as a highly unified expression of 

architecture that is sympathetic to the existing terrain and natural colors of the environment. 

Although highly uniform in total expression, a limited number of color options for siding and 

primary (front) doors have been allowed to provide individual expression. 

The existing color palette, as specified in a June 1994 document and approved by the Reston 

Association, requires individual home exterior siding, downspouts, wall vents, fences, primary 

door trim, and secondary doors/trim  to be painted with one of the following colors: (Cabot 

Solid Color Stain designation) 
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1. Sagebrush – grey olive/green                               

2. Dune Grey – warm neutral grey             

3. Beige –light neutral                                     

4. Taupe – dark neutral                                 

5. Red Cedar – medium earth tone             

6. Sandstone –grey earth tone                                      

7. Oak Brown –dark earth tone                    

8. Redwood – medium red earth tone        

These eight colors consist of mostly earth tones, with two grayed neutrals and one grey green. 

They are generally in the medium to darker value range, except the beige, which has the lightest 

value. All colors continue to be available on the Cabot color charts. 

 Although these colors have generally been well utilized by home owners, it appears that in 

some instances, an exact paint match was not achieved or due to weathering on varied paint 

products, colors have evaded consistency over time.  

 

In addition all fascia boards, gutters, metal caps, flashing, primary entry door trim, roof vents, 

attic fans housing, chimney caps, roof window trim, and metal railings should be painted: 

9. Cordovan Brown – dark brown earth tone with a hint of red   

This color, from a visual point of view, provides “unification” with the roofing materials and 

provides an appropriately scaled “top” to the town homes. This color works extremely well with 

the roofing material, a Certainteed Cedar Brown shingle, and with the color palette.
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The Cordovan Brown color has been 

used uniformly throughout the 

complex; however there are instances 

where various caps, vent closures, and 

miscellaneous items on the roof have 

not been painted this color, per the 

approved palette. 

 Unpainted Roof Caps & Vents 

 

The impact of this required color 

palette creates a uniform and subdued 

complex appearance, consistent with 

the surrounding natural environment. 

The color concept has served the 

complex very successfully. 

    
Existing Colors on Wood                                                                                      

 

Windows  

The original aluminum window frames and sliding doors were a darker bronze color.   

Primary Doors  

Presently there are 12 approved colors 

for the primary (front) door. They cover 

the spectrum of red, orange, yellow, 

brown, and green. All other solid access 

doors are to be painted to match the 

chosen approved siding color. Specific 

colors are approved for specific siding 

color.
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Brick 

   The brick color is medium red/brown to medium brown. 

Color Palette Discussion and Options  

Although the color palette is approximately 40 years old, the basis or concept that govern the 

color selections is still valid. The idea of using a color scheme that is sympathetic to nature is still 

used frequently. The 1994 color palette update was also based on these same principles. 

  There are three general options as an outcome to reviewing the future of the color palette. 

1. Keep the existing color scheme – maintain as is all the criteria outlined above.  

2. Do a completely new scheme – there are numerous completely new opportunities to 

change completely the nature of the color palette. A couple of ideas might be to go to a 

more restrictive palette; or change the palette to more contrastive set of colors; or brighten 

the palette within the same color spectrum, or expand the spectrum. 

3. Keep the existing scheme with modification - Add to the palette in some way that keeps 

the core colors but gives some additional choices. 

 Comments on Options 

1. Keep the Palette-The existing color palette has worked extremely well. In many respects, 

this is a good choice. There are 8 wall color choices, which are typically more than other 

townhouse clusters in Reston. There is no need to review or get approval of the changes.  

2. Change the palette – This idea may be exciting to some, however, using a palette with a 

different conceptual basis would unbalance the color harmony of the current palette for the 

foreseeable future. Reston Association allows the existing color to be used if a homeowner 

desires. This was the case with the 1994 palette update and RA cannot force a homeowner 

to change from an approved color to a new one. It would take a decade to regain color 

balance and compatibility within the cluster. 

3. Expand palette – This idea allows an opportunity to satisfy those who might want a change, 

but maintains the full nature of the existing palette, keeping the intent and cohesiveness of 

the cluster’s visual expression. It also inherently provides a gradual integration of new fresh 

colors. 
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Recommendation 

 Wall Palette 

A limited expansion of the wall palette using the same color concept is the approach I 

recommend. This allows providing some new options to those who may want a change. It also 

allows for the introduction of some slightly more intense/lighter colors without impacting the 

quality of the cluster. It also is easy to implement and will not happen abruptly.  

The colors I recommend are (all Cabot Standards) Golden Hush, Frontier, and Terra. The nature 

and logic of the choices are: 

Golden Husk – a softer grayed green/yellow that is lighter than Sagebrush in the core palette 

and expands the green side of the palette. 

Frontier – a slightly grayed light brown provides a brighter earthtone 

Terra – a red/brown earthtone somewhat rusty in nature- provides a bridge between the 

Redwood and the other grayer earthtones in the core palette. 

These three new colors expand the choices to a total of 12 colors, including the facia color. (see 

paint samples)  

The use of Cabot PRO.V.T. Solid Color Stain is recommended. Using Cabot stain will eliminate 

any issues with matching the required palette. It also will provide consistency during the 

weathering process as various paint products fade differently. 

Primary Door Palette 

In my initial review of the approved primary door colors, it seemed there were too many and 

that some were very incompatible with the entire concept. However in reviewing the photos of 

the cluster, I changed my opinion. The front door to the typical cluster home is recessed in an 

alcove, and is in most cases in shadow. This fact renders the door less important in its visual 

impact. The variety of colors seems to work. My recommendation would be to keep the primary 

door palette as is per the House Color / Door Color Matrix. Existing colors within the door 

palette are compatible with the new recommended wall colors.   

In the future, I would not shy away from considering a limited number of new door colors if 

requested by home owners. 
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New Door Color Matrix 

                          

  Approved Door Colors               

                          

Door Color 1029 140 119 476 315 196 546 105 7 14 77 35 

House Color                         

Beige x x x x x 
  

x 
  

x 
 Red Cedar x x x 

 
x 

  
x 

    Dune Gray x x x x x 
  

x x 
   Taupe x x x x x x x x x 
   Sagebrush 

 
x 

 
x x x x x 

    Oak Brown x x x 
    

x x x x x 

Redwood x x x 
    

x x x x x 

Sandstone  x x x 
    

x x x x x 

Golden Husk (new) x x x x x x 
 

x x x x x 

Frontier (new) x x x x x x 
 

x x x x x 

Terra (new) x x x 
 

x x 
 

x 
 

x x 
  

 

Window Frame Color/Sliding Doors 

My recommendation for the window frame color and sliding glass doors, regardless of vintage 

or material, should be a color that emulates the Cordovan Brown. In general, most 

manufactures of windows provide a standard dark brown or brown variation color. If window 

frames are repainted, an exact match could be achieved. It is likely that an exact match would 

not be achieved with standard new replacement windows. The goal is color compatibility with 

the trim color, which is dark cordovan brown. Slight variations should be allowed as long as the 

color is a dark shade of brown. Window frame color samples should be submitted to RA for 

approval. Therefore home owners should get approval of the Reston Association DRB of their 

supplier’s similar color. Major variances should not be approved. 

Other Elements 

All other palette requirements would remain the same. 

Other Observed Issue 

Although not part of this study, it was observed that numerous house numbers have varying 

fonts and placement. This fact does not add to the cohesiveness of the cluster. 

Respectfully submitted August 1, 2011 

Ted Sutherland AIA ACHA (emeritus) 
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Hunters Green Cluster – Reference Character Photos
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Standard Brick 


